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Welcome to this special edition of Modem Matters. We had hoped to bring news of Modem’s stimulating 
conference at Sarum College. Instead, the shock of the loss of Alan Harpham, who spoke at the conference, 
has meant a change. Modem was represented at the service of thanksgiving for Alan’s life by Sue Howard, 
a former Trustee. We extend our deepest sympathy and gratitude to Di and Alan’s wider family for someone 
who influenced so many. We are grateful to another former Chair, Malcolm Grundy, for writing a tribute. 
Looking to the future, we mark the recent handing on of the Chair’s baton from Elizabeth Welch to David 
Sims. We hope to publish a further edition with news of the conference after Easter. 
 

Alan Harpham (1945-2014) 
 

Every tribute to Alan Harpham needs to begin by saying that he was a big 
man who cast a big shadow. His influence in so many areas of public life 
was multi-faceted and deeply considered. Everything Alan did arose from 
his strong Christian faith. That faith was exercised and applied as much in 
the world of work as in the life of our churches. Alan was a civil engineer 
who began his working life on North Sea projects and petrochemical 
construction schemes. He studied for an MBA at Cranfield University and 
later returned there as Director of the MSc programmes for Project 
Management. This change of direction led to many years consulting in 
project management aiming to transform organizational cultures. 

Alan’s burning desire to change organizational cultures was also applied to 
the life of the churches he encountered both local and national. He was 
the ‘right person in the right place’ when discussions began to begin a new 
organization which would create a healthy exchange of practice between 
the churches and business. CORAT was about to become reborn as MODEM 
– Managerial and Organizational Disciplines for the Enhancement of 
Ministry and Alan was the right person to drive that transformation. His 

chairmanship ensured the establishment of an influential organization which ‘leads from the edges’, is a 
critical friend of the churches and which supports Christian people in their everyday work. 

When John Nelson formed a group to produce the book Leading, Managing, Ministering for MODEM he 
asked Alan to write the first chapter. He began it with his challenging testimony; 

I have been a Christian longer than I have been a businessman. However, in many Christian 
circles that I move in, one would be forgiven for thinking that anything to do with business 
was corrupt, evil, came from the devil and was wholly un-Christian! This I have found 
difficult to take – did I choose to enter an evil profession, despite being a Christian? 

Alan’s search for robust answers was demonstrated throughout his working life and also in attempts to 
transform the anti-business culture which he perceived in some of our churches. It took him into chairing 
and redeveloping his regional initial ministerial training scheme, to an active role in the life of theological 
colleges, to contributions to consultations at St Georges House, Windsor Castle, to writing and publishing 
and to the support and defence of asylum seekers. In all this he was firm in his faith and a committed 
member of his parish churches, and to those where his wife Di served after her ordination.  

We are fortunate that Alan did commit many of his thoughts and experiences to paper. He lived in the 
world of faith that had to include ‘faith in business’ and, somehow, ‘faith in the Church’. He did not do 
this in an uncritical way. He brought a robust critique to both and - when encountering pretentious or in 
his view incompetent senior clergy – did not take hostages, but somehow managed to win respect and 
remain a friend.  
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At the end of that same paragraph at the opening of Leading, Managing, Ministering Alan wrote: 

I believe that my Christian faith has added value to my contribution and working 
practice. It has sustained me through difficult times and helped me to think and pray 
through dilemmas. It is an integral part of the ME that presents himself for work each 
day, not something I leave behind for my ‘days off’. 

Anyone who had their life touched by an encounter with Alan also knew that his friendship and support 
had added value to a special part of life for them. It was my great privilege to follow him as Chair of 
MODEM and within the robust structure he had created to be able to help make his vision a reality.    

Malcolm Grundy 
Former Chair, MODEM 
 
 
 
Elizabeth Welch, who followed Alan Harpham and Malcolm Grundy as Modem Chair, adds a personal note: 
 

I wanted to email to say how grateful I am for the suggestion that Alan speak at our 20th Anniversary 
service at the conference in December. I will now carry with me the memory of his life and vitality, and 
that sense of the really significant role he played in starting up MODEM. It was good to hear the story of 
MODEM's beginnings, and think of the great range of people who were involved at that point. Alan would 
have given a powerful lead as the first Chair, and put in the energy which has helped to sustain MODEM 
over the years. 

He also came to the early morning service in the cathedral during the conference and I was struck by his 
mixture of humility and prayerfulness, alongside what seemed like his more outward going characteristics 
of enthusiasm and vibrancy. It now seems poignantly appropriate that one of his last acts was to speak at 
our conference. 

I am sure he will be much missed. 
 

 
Introducing Modem’s New Chair 
 
I have the honour of being the new Chair of Modem, and I write in some 
awe. Elizabeth Welch, Tim Harle and the other trustees have been doing 
an excellent job, Modem seems to be in very good heart, the 
conferences are exciting and enjoyable events with a lot of diverse but 
excellent contributions, Christians from very different traditions are 
working together and learning from each other; what can I contribute 
except to mess things up? 

I have an academic background. I was Professor of Organizational 
Behaviour at Cass Business School, City University London, Associate 
Dean and Head of the Management Faculty there. Before that I held 
similar roles and was Dean at Brunel Business School. I wrote about 90 
books and articles, and edited Management Learning. Reluctantly, I 
founded a Centre for Leadership, Learning and Change at Cass; there 
was a clear need in the City to be talking and thinking more carefully 
about leadership, but it is an area bedevilled with half-baked opinions 
and faddish solutions. Everybody knows it is important, but no one is 
quite sure what to do about it.  I did not really want to be seen there! 
Over the last ten years I have realised that, as well as all the rubbish, 
we are also learning a lot of really useful stuff about leadership. My own interests have been around two 
main areas: understanding people and organizations as stories, with leadership being one of the ways that 
someone gets written into the stories of people and organizations; and understanding how leadership is 
put together by several different people, and is always misunderstood if it is seen as being individual. 

David Sims 
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I have become increasingly preoccupied with the contribution that leadership and organization 
development could make to the ministry of the churches. Bad leadership and management are toxic.  
Most of my work with organizations has been in the private (often financial) sector, but let’s not kid 
ourselves that they get it right there either! The churches need and deserve the very best we can give 
them in this field. A lot of people are labouring in their own few square metres of this vineyard, without 
many opportunities to compare notes and learn from each other. Modem can have a really exciting and 
useful future enabling dialogue among those who are leading, developing our understanding of 
effectiveness, and offering the learning from this. What could be more exciting than working on this with 
organizations that are trying to let everybody enjoy the love of God? I am still in awe of my predecessor 
and the other trustees, but I am looking forward to working with them and with all Modem members to 
see where this takes us. 

You can contact David at chair@modem-uk.org.  
 
Elizabeth Welch 
 
Tim Harle, Vice-Chair, writes: 
 
Elizabeth Welch has been Chair of Modem for five years, but her 
association goes back two decades. She contributed to Modem’s first three 
books. Apart from these encounters through print, I first met Elizabeth at 
an AGM in Birmingham, where she delivered a thoughtful talk, 
imaginatively titled Mountains and Molehills. 

Elizabeth grew up in apartheid South Africa where, as she reminded 
attenders at Modem’s recent conference, it was normal for her family to have friends in prison or under a 
banning order. She brought wide-ranging experience as a URC minister and moderator. Holding firm to 
her convictions gave her a strength in ecumenical endeavours, from her canonry in the ancient cathedral 
of Worcester to a fruitful ministry in the rather less ancient setting of Milton Keynes. In recent years, she 
has been part-time (I wonder!) minister to a church in Hackney, and has been studying for a PhD. Indeed, 
I suspect some judicious questioning from her supervisor about time commitments might have had 
something to do with relinquishing the role of chair now. Or maybe, it is down to the less well known fact 
that she is learning to play the saxophone. 

If I may highlight three aspects of Elizabeth’s contribution to Modem, they would be these. First, 
Elizabeth recognised that Modem was a relatively small network, which relied on the contribution of a 
few volunteers. She therefore encouraged the Leadership Committee to identify, and focus, on a limited 
number of priorities. Secondly, she was keen for Modem to explore leading edge ideas about leadership 
and organisations. Lastly, Elizabeth felt that, if Modem was to promote excellence in management, we 
should make sure our own governance was up to speed. We not only disinterred the original Trust Deed, 
but also clarified the roles of Trustee and Leadership Committee member. 

On a personal note, I will miss our sandwich lunches at the Friends café on London’s Euston Road, 
recently joined by Derek McAuley, Modem’s secretary. There we planned forthcoming meetings and 
discussed future strategy. Elizabeth would pop out from delving into obscure manuscripts at the British 
Library, while my cheap off-peak ticket to Paddington kept our Treasurer happy. 

Elizabeth demonstrated the very best in leadership, especially the utter consistency between the big 
picture and everyday encounters. I am delighted that she plans to continue as an active member of 
Modem. And perhaps, one day, we will get a chance to hear that saxophone. 

Thank you, Elizabeth, and may God prosper you in all your doings. 
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
 

The Challenge of Leadership in a Changing Church: 
Religion and Churchgoing in the Twenty First Century 
  
17 June, 1100-1630 

  
We are delighted that Professor Callum Brown from the University of Glasgow has agreed to be 
our keynote speaker. In order to allow greater participation we have given time for group discussion 
following responses from Joanna Cox, Adviser on Adult Education and Lay Participation for the 
Church of England’s Archbishops’ Council and Revd Graham Hutchinson, Pastor at the York Elim 
Church and Chair of One Voice York. 
  
Cost £30, including morning and afternoon refreshments and lunch. 
 
Full details and bookings via York St John University website: http://www.yorksj.ac.uk/education--
theology/faculty-of-etrs/faculty-events/challenge-of-leadership-2014.aspx 
 

 
Leading from a Faith Perspective 
26 & 27 June 
 

Fee: £185 residential (day fee also available at £40) 
Mercure Wessex Hotel, Winchester 
A two-day conference consisting of lectures and workshops exploring some of the specifically faith 
related issues for those in significant leadership roles.  We will be hearing from leaders in from 
each of the main religions who work in both the public and private sector. 
Details and programme to follow. 
http://www.winchester.ac.uk/aboutus/lifelonglearning/Theologicalpartnerships/Pages/Conferences.
aspx 

 
 

Keep up to date with forthcoming events on the website: http://www.modem-
uk.org/Events.html or follow @ModemLeadersHub on Twitter 

 
 

New Membership Secretary 
 
As we go to press, we are delighted to announce that Jonathan Emptage has agreed to take over 
from David Hughes as Modem’s membership secretary. We will thank David, and give Jonathan a 
chance to introduce himself, in the next issue of MODEM Matters. 
 
If you have a query about your Modem membership, please email membership@modem-uk.org. 
This address should transfer seamlessly from David to Jonathan(!).   
 


